
Live communication with the SMS Chatwall®
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The SMS Chatwall receives short messages and shows them via video and projection systems. The SMS 
Chatwall is the ultimate SMS-to-projector system for live communication at conventions, symposia, 
lectures, press conferences, panel discussions, discotheques, parties and events.

Everyone in the audience is invited to send a personal message from their cell phone to a telephone 
number shown on the screen. The SMS Chatwall receives the messages just like a cell phone does, with 
no need for an internet connection. After a few seconds the message is shown on the screen.
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SMS Chatwall 4.0 has extensive improvements: the previous display module has been improved through 
the inclusion of many design possibilities (variable line spacing, fonts and colour adjustments, setting the 
fonts for the extended displays). The SMS Chatwall now has an additional Flash display module and a 
new Flash-ticker-display. SMS Chatwall can now be integrated into the VJ-Software ArKaos GrandVJ, 
enabling you to combine visual effects with the display of the short messages you receive. 

Nickname feature: members of the audience can check into the SMS Chatwall and chat there with their 
own Nickname. The check-in keyword can be freely defined by the admin. Die Installation is simple. After 
putting you own SIM card into the GSM module and starting the programme, the SMS Chatwall functions 
as a stand-alone or it can be administered manually.
Further highlights include the communications between the visitor and the event organiser as well as 
garnering of the numbers that use the SMS Chatwall in order to create a feedback channel to the users.
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